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The results of study features of formation multiply charged ions spectra of single-
component solids depending on a target element composition in an interval of laser radiaton
power density q = 107 - 1012 W/cm2 with using of the laser multiply charged mass spectrometer
[1] are given in this work. As single-component targets are used Be, B, C, Al, Ti, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu,
Ag Ta W Pt Au as tablets in diameter of 10 mm and thickness of 3-5 mm.

Analysis of the obtained mass-charge and energy spectra of multiply charged ions
depending on a target element composition has allowed us to find features of formation spectra
and escape multiply charged ions of a single-component targets. These features consist in
characteristic changes: a threshold produced of ions; formation of mass-charge and energy
spectra of multiply charged ions; nonlinear dependence of maximal charge number (Zmax) ot ions
from power density (q) of the laser; etc.

Experimentally it was found that, with target atomic weight increase, threshold power ot
ions occurrence, nonlinearity ionization target structure, and intensity of ions, and energy spectra
of ions increase. Let's note that, in case of targets Be B, C, Al by laser radiation it is completely
ionized and multiply charged ions and nuclei Be* B * C6+, Al13+ are formed. The major eve of
ionization is attained in case of targets from Ti <Ti1*) and Co (Co18+). It is peculiar that structure
formation and escape of multiply charged ion flows with Zmax and nuclei depending on target
element composition corresponds to various maximal values q of the laser. Increase of he
maximal charge number of ions (atoms) observed with increase q of the laser for all mvesbgated
targets has nonlinear dependence in various levels that is especially shown beginning fromq >
10u W/cm2 It is found that depending on target element composition multiply charged ions have
a wide energy range with a maximum of allocation. With increase of maximal charge number of
ions the width of energy spectra is decrease, and maximum of allocation move asuie major
energies but thus their intensity decreases. A target element composition feebly influence on the
general 'character of allocation energy spectra, unlike its high-energy part is revealed.
Mechanisms of formation flows multiply charged ions depending on target element composition
are discussed.
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Section II. Radiation Physics of Condensed Matter


